Open Letter to the GCF Board and Secretariat Regarding Observer Participation at B.32

Dear GCF Co-Chairs, Board Members, Alternate Board Members, Executive Director, and Secretariat,

As representatives of civil society, Indigenous Peoples, and local communities around the world, we are deeply concerned about the implication in the recent “Notification of the Thirty-Second Meeting of the Board” that observers (other than the active observers) should not attend the upcoming GCF Board Meeting (B.32) in Antigua and Barbuda from 16-19 May, but instead should only follow remotely through the webcast. (The notice states, “For representatives of accredited observer organizations and accredited entities, it is advised that they follow the meeting remotely”.

While we understand the concerns related to the ongoing global pandemic and the significant challenges it presents for safely holding in-person meetings, we find it unacceptable that the GCF has designed its first in-person meeting in two years to be held without the majority of observers who have consistently participated in and contributed to the GCF. Returning to in-person meetings under these circumstances substantially impedes the ability of observers to contribute to the GCF at this important moment, sets a terrible precedent for observer participation, and undermines the value of observers.

As you know, it is critical that those most likely to be impacted by GCF projects and policies are able to exercise their right to participation. It will be difficult for many observers to follow day-long meetings and interact meaningfully with Board members and the Secretariat if they are not in Antigua or in the same general time zone, which many are not. Further, the global observer network closely collaborates on GCF advocacy and on the interventions that the CSO active observers deliver, ensuring that interventions are representative of the broader network. This coordination will obviously be more challenging if observers who are often present at Board Meetings are not able to be. Additionally, GCF Board Meetings often facilitate closer discussions with Board members, advisors and GCF staff. Restricting participation precludes observers from the opportunity for such engagement, especially given that a new Board was constituted at the beginning of the year, and new Board members have not yet had a chance to engage with the GCF observer network. This approach further reinforces the view that observers are extraneous rather than an indispensable part of the GCF, including in its policy and operational development, elaborating its strategic direction, and implementing transformative projects.

Given the proximity of the Board Meeting and the potential need for visas and other requirements, it is essential that the GCF provide information about what provisions the GCF will make for observers to participate if they choose to.
Civil society, Indigenous Peoples, and local communities around the world are integral to the GCF’s success and must be seen as partners, not as mere afterthoughts. Respecting our right to participate in the GCF Board Meetings is a core part of that partnership and should not be taken for granted or overlooked by the Secretariat or the Board. As global civil society has raised over and over again, meetings, like that of the GCF, must be inclusive. Like many of you, civil society representatives are also eager to be able to engage safely in-person again; however, engagement of observers must not be sacrificed in doing so.

Sincerely,
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